Overview
The online training subscription provides a way to train faculty and administrators in a flexible manner. Online courses cover a variety of topics in two different modes of delivery, self-paced and facilitated, to accommodate diverse learning preferences and busy schedules. Together, the subscription offers an institution the opportunity to increase adoption significantly and improve course quality.

What's Included
Fifteen seats in any combination selected from the following course list. This is fifteen seats total and not fifteen seats per course.

- Collaborate
  - Collaborate with the Ultra Experience
  - Collaborate Web Conferencing Certification
  - Online Administration Collaborate Ultra
- Accessibility
  - Accessibility Fundamentals for Instructors and Course Designers
- Learn
  - Learn Administration Essentials Certification
  - Introduction to Blackboard Original & Ultra
  - Learn Teaching Essentials Certification for Ultra
  - Learn Teaching Essentials Certification for Original
  - Learn Advanced Teaching Certification for Original
- LMS Agnostic
  - Getting Started with Online Course Design
  - Getting Started with Online Course Facilitation

Who Should Attend
Instructors, faculty, course designers, administrators, and support staff who will be teaching or supporting blended or fully online courses using Blackboard Learn.

Schedule
Participants may take any regularly scheduled courses throughout the year. If an institution would like to organize 10 or more participants in a single course, a cohort section can be scheduled at the institution’s convenience. The cohort schedule is dependent on trainer availability.

Pricing
- Year One: $6500 USD
- Year Two: $6500 USD

For further information, contact your account representative or email training@blackboard.com.